Secure heterodyne-based quantum random number generator at 17 Gbps
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Random numbers are an invaluable resource in many different fields, ranging from simulations in fundamental
science to security applications. Quantum random number generators (QRNGs), exploit the intrinsic randomness
of quantum mechanics for the generation of genuine random numbers. However, in some critical cases such as
classical and quantum cryptography, the random numbers are also required to be private, meaning that they must
be known only by the legitimate user. In fact, imperfections, malfunctions or backdoors, could leak (quantum)
side information that could be used by an eavesdropper to guess the random sequence. Even in presence of side
information, randomness can still be extracted [1], but it is necessary to bound it, usually requiring assumptions
on the inner working of the generators. While all the commercial QRNGs need to fully trust their devices, DeviceIndependent (DI) protocols exploit Bell nonlocality to generate private randomness without any assumption on the
components. Unfortunately, such experimental realization is extremely demanding since it requires a loophole-free
violation of a Bell inequality, and the generation rate is too low to be useful in practical scenarios [2,3].
A promising approach, that combines the speed of commercial QRNG and the security of DI-QRNG, is given
by Semi-Device-Independent (Semi-DI) protocols: with respect to common trusted QRNG, they require weaker
assumptions on the devices (e.g, only on the source or on the measurement side), but they can achieve a generation
rate dramatically larger than DI-QRNG [4,5].

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the experimental setup.
In our work we introduce a QRNG belonging to the family of the Semi-DI generators [6]: in particular, we describe a novel source-device independent (SDI) protocol based on generic Positive Operator Valued Measurements
(POVM). We exploit the structure of the POVM to naturally bound the private extractable randomness without any
assumption on the source, which can be even fully controlled by an adversary. The analysis takes into account
both classical and quantum side information. Unlike previous secure QNRG, the amount of extractable randomness does not depend on the data, but only on the structure of the measurement. Moreover, the bound on the
min-entropy is valid also in the non-asymptotic regime, i.e. for finite block size. All previously known Semi-DI
or DI protocols needed to randomly switch between two basis, thus requiring an external randomness source. For
this reason they are actually randomness expansion protocols. Being free of the strong assumption on the given
external randomness, our protocol removes a critical side-channel, improving the security and making it able to
operate as a standalone random number generator. Then, we experimentally implemented the protocol, using for
the first time continuous variable (CV) and heterodyne measurement. The advantage of CV is twofold: firstly,
it can increase the amount of entropy extractable per measurement, secondly, it allows to use standard commercial off-the-shelves telecom devices. This last aspect is particularly interesting for the realization of an integrated
QRNG, since it is already compatible with today’s fabrication technology, developed for classical communication
devices. Combining our protocol with high bandwidt telecom components, we were able to experimentally demonstrate a secure generation rate greater than 17 Gbit/s: to our knowledge, the fastest random generation rate for a
Semi-DI QRNG obtained so far. Hence, our QRNG combines simplicity, ultrafast-rates and high security with
low cost components compatible with standard photonic integration technologies, paving the way to new practical
solutions for integrated random number generation.
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